
 
 

 

Bistro Supervisor 
 Department:  Catering 
 Location:  Bistro 
 
 Responsible to: Catering Manager 
 Liaise with:  Duty Manager/Executive Chef/Functions Manager/ General Manager 
 

OBJECTIVE: To ensure the level and quality of Bistro products and service is sufficient to serve patrons on 
a daily basis. To follow the style and presentation of products, as required by the Catering 
Manager and in accordance with all relevant regulatory guidelines. 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES 

 

1. To ensure that the staffing levels have been checked upon commencement of duty verifying adequate 
staffing numbers for the days trade. 

 
2. To ensure that the Bistro areas are cleaned and stocked, ready for service at the required times. 

 
3. To ensure that all guidelines according to HACCP (Hygiene) are adhered to – namely using clean 

utensils, keeping temperatures to required levels and ensuring all tables and benches are kept in a 
clean and tidy state before, during and after service. 

 
4. To ensure that all Bistro staff have been trained in the day to day operation for which they have 

been rostered. 
 

5. To ensure that all Bistro staff treat all patrons in a pleasant and courteous manner. 
 

6. To promote the benefits of Club membership and the usage of memberships cards. 
 

7. To ensure that all floor staff have adequate training to clean tables, benches and good displays with 
correct cleaning materials. 

 
8. To report all products not of a standard to the patron to the Chef on Duty for rectification. 

 
9. To ensure that all staffing changes have been communicated to all relevant parties concerned. 

 
10. To ensure that all Bistro staff are aware of all promotions throughout the Club. 

 
11. To ensure that all matters of a disciplinary nature are documented and dealt with in the appropriate 

manner. 
 

12. To ensure accuracy in the reconciliation of tills for Bistro staff. 
 

13. Suggestions for any procedural changes or menu changes are to be handed to the Catering 
Manager/Executive Chef as required. 

 
14. Satisfactory liaison with relevant Club departments in planning and organising events relating to 

Bistro trade. 
 

15. Timely and thorough checking of dining venues prior to commencement paying particular attention 
to cleanliness, signage and spelling of all special boards. 



 
16. Effective liaison with Duty Managers on performance of the Bistro area on a daily basis. 

 
17. Effective and efficient complaints handling on a daily basis. 

 
18. Effective reporting of poor performance through the correct channels. 

 
19. Adherence to all legislative, regulatory, insurance and industrial standards for Licensed Clubs and 

the Club’s own policies and procedures. 
 

20. Courteous farewell of all patrons and effective recording of client feedback. 
 

21. Satisfactory cleaning and tidying of Bistro areas upon completion of shifts. 
 

22. Maintain stock levels as required and notify (the Catering Manager) of any necessary re-ordering. 
 

23. Work hours as per roster. 
 

24. Other duties as requested by the Catering Manager and/or Executive Chef. 
 

25. Consistently demonstrate professionalism, integrity, commitment, fairness and co-operation in all 
aspects of the above responsibilities. 

 

CAPABILITIES REQUIRED 

Knowledge of: Associations Incorporations Act 
   Customer Service Principles 
   Workplace Health and Safety Act 
   Food Act 
   Liquor Act 
 
Skills:   Customer Liaison 
   Excellent communication 
   Supervisory skills 
   Human/Interpersonal Relations 
   Accurate cash handling and balancing  
 
Attributes:  Professional/trustworthy 
   Punctual/reliable/dependable 
   Leadership/assertive 
   Well spoken, courteous 
   Self-motivated  
   Positive and Enthusiastic 
 
Minimum  
Qualifications: Responsible Service of Alcohol certificate (LLD) 
   Basic Safety Supervisors certificate (HACCP) 
   Current First Aid certificate 
   Hospitality Certification desired  

1-2 years experience in a food environment within the hospitality industry 
 

    

 

 

 


